
Copenhagen – The livable City 

Copenhagen is one of the globe's greenest, cleanest, most sustainable urban 
centres, a place where cycling is serious transport, where buses and the 
metro run frequently and around the clock, and where the harbour is 
squeaky clean enough for a bracing dip. Leaving the sprawl to cities like 
Melbourne and LA, Copenhagen wisely keeps things compact and accessible, 
making it a super-easy place to explore.



Arrive to Copenhagen Airport

City Flying time 

• Amsterdam 1 hr 15 min 

• Barcelona 2 hrs 45 min 

• Beijing 9 hrs 40 min 

• Berlin 1 hr 10 min 

• Brussels 1 hr 30 min 

• Chicago 8 hrs 15 min

• Frankfurt 1 hr 20 min 

• Helsinki 1 hr 35 min 

• London 1 hr 55 min 

• Milan 1 hr 55 min 

• New York 7 hrs 35 min

• Oslo 1 hr 5 min 

• Paris 1 hr 55 min 

• Qatar 6 hr 10 min

• Rome 2 hrs 35 min

• San Francisco 11 hrs 20 min 

• Stockholm 1 hr 5 min  

• Tokyo 11 hrs 30 min

• Vienna 1 hr 35 min 

• Zurich 1 hr 45 min 

Flight Connections



Day 1
• Arrival to CPH airport
• Transfer to the city center by Action Boats
• Stop at the Little Mermaid (Champagne and divers by the mermaid)
• Rickshaws through the Royal Palace/Kongens Nytorv/Nyhavn
• Lunch at a New Nordic Cuisine Restaurant
• Bike Tour 
• Check in
• Evening in Tivoli Gardens (Pentathlon + dinner)
Day 2
• Hygge walk including tastings at a food market and visit to a private Danish home
• Lunch in the Danish Parliament Tower
• Scavenger hunt in a Palace
• Free time
• Beer tasting and dinner in the Carlsberg District
Day 3 
• Cookery activity: Make your own Danish pastries
• Canal tour ending at Copenhagen Street Food
• Lunch at Copenhagen Street Food
• Free time
• Dinner and party in Nordhavn District or in the Meatpacking District
Day 4
• A la carte activities: Kayak tour or Memovers or Copenhill or Design Tour 
• Lunch at a traditional Danish restaurant
• Departure

Suggested Program  



Day 01

• Arrival to CPH airport
• Transfer to the city center by Action Boats
• Stop at the Little Mermaid (Champagne and divers by the mermaid)
• Rickshaws through the Royal Palace/Kongens Nytorv/Nyhavn
• Lunch at a New Nordic Cuisine Restaurant
• Bike Tour 
• Check in
• Evening in Tivoli Gardens (Pentathlon + dinner)



Check-in



Boutique Hotels 



5 Star Hotels 



Design Hotels  



Transfer from Airport to City Center by Action Boats

Capacity: 11 pax
There is no better way of enjoying what Copenhagen has to offer than by taking advantage of the fact that the city is surrounded by 
water! The pilots have a great knowhow within RIB adventure and the boats are pure Formula 1 Race-RIB's chartered for an ultimate 
extreme adventure and action. 
BDP Comment: An activity for people who love to get an adrenaline rush.



Stop by The Little Mermaid – Champagne & Divers Waiting

While the guide tells you the story about the Little Mermaid a surprise awaits you – divers will appear from the 
sea with bottles of champagne a company logo to welcome you to Copenhagen. 

BDP Comment: A luxurious surprise!



Rickshaws through the Royal Palace, Kongens Nytorv, and Nyhavn

A fun way to get around in Copenhagen! The rickshaws use the numerous bike-lanes in Copenhagen and not the 
streets, so it is a very safe way to explore the city. Have the rickshaw ride as a sightseeing tour or just as a way of 
transportation. 
BDP Comment: A nice and relaxed transfer or city tour.



Lunch at a New Nordic Cuisine Restaurant

Nice and trendy restaurant situated at the harbor front founded by Claus Meyers, who also was one of the founders of 
the new Nordic cuisine and renowned restaurant Noma.
BDP Comment: Very nice restaurant and delicious food at reasonable prices



Bike Tour after Lunch

Copenhagen is officially the first Bike City in the World. In 2017, it was voted the ‘Best city for cyclists’. It really is a
biking heaven with over 390 kilometers of designated bike lanes. It is very easy to drive bicycles in Copenhagen –
the streets are flat, distances are short, and you have bicycle lanes all over the city. Enjoy stops at sights like: 
Christiania Free Town and Amalienborg Castle. 

BDP Comment: Experience Copenhagen the Danish way.



Spend the Evening in Tivoli Gardens

Tivoli Gardens was founded in 1843 and has become a national treasure and an international attraction. The 
scenery is beautiful with exotic architecture, historic buildings and lush gardens. At night, thousands 
of colored lights create a fairy tale atmosphere that is completely unique.
BDP Comment: Tivoli is not a tourist trap but also very popular for the Danes.



Pentathlon in Tivoli

Stone cold competition or just fun and laughter - That’s entirely up to you! Pentathlon is a fun way to test your 
reactions, skill, and determination and a festive part of any Tivoli visit.  

BDP Comment: Impossible to not laugh and have a good time. 



Dinner at a Restaurant in Tivoli Gardens

Dinner in one of the gourmet restaurants in Tivoli – either in a restaurant focusing on vegetables (fish and meat 
can be added) or in a restaurant specialized in traditional Danish dishes – but with a twist – or in an international 
restaurant.  
BDP comment: Feel the Tivoli atmosphere while having a delicious meal in a relaxed or formal setting.  



Day 2

• Hygge walk including tastings at a food market and visit to a private Danish home in a 
cozy part of town.

• Lunch in the Danish Parliament Tower 
• Scavenger hunt in a Palace
• Free time
• Beer tasting and dinner in Carlsberg District



Hygge Walk

Duration: 2.5 hrs
You heard about it, you still wonder how to pronounce it but how about you experience it ?! Hygge! 
This walking tour is an opportunity to discover charming and unmissable sights of Copenhagen, including a stop at a food market,
while learning about the infamous concept of Hygge with your Danish guide. Hygge is almost a philosophy to the Danes and a way to 
look at life where a positive attitude and trust are the pillars of society. During the tour, Enter a real Danish home and let your host 
tell you about the Danish Canon: the list of values that define today’s Denmark. An exchange where you can ask questions while 
sharing a drink. 

BDP Comment: A crash course to the Danish way of life + a very generous experience meeting real people.



Lunch in the Danish Parliament Tower

The restaurant is situated on top of the Danish parliament in the historical Christiansborg Castle. Have a 
delicious lunch in this unique restaurant before visiting the impressive castle.  

BDP comment: Feel like a VIP!



Scavenger Hunt in Christiansborg Palace 

Guests will experience 600 years of power struggle in the empire of Denmark by following hidden leads in the 
castle’s halls, breaking codes and challenging each other in the game of power.

BDP comment: This is not just a museum but is still being used by the Danish Queen for official banquets.  



Beer tasting & Dinner in Carlsberg District

Every hour of the day and night, 750.000 bottles of Carlsberg are produced around the world, and every day 
of the year, 15 million people are consuming this popular beer across the globe. The profits have been 
used to finance both the arts and science that laid the foundation for this successful brewery and museum. 
The museum can host special events including private dinners in the old gallery rooms filled with priceless 
art collections. 

BDP comment: Carlsberg is an important part of Denmark’s history and definitely worth a visit 



Day 3

• Cookery activity: Make your own Danish pastries 
• Canal tour ending at Copenhagen Street Food
• Lunch at Copenhagen Street Food
• Free time
• Dinner and party at a restaurant in the up-and-coming district of Nordhavn (North 

Harbor) or in the Meatpacking District



Cooking Activity: Make Danish Pastries

The sweet smell of a Danish pastry is like no other and these lovely pastries are known worldwide as A 
Danish, but in Denmark it is called wienerbrød. No one knows how to make a Danish quite as deliciously 
as a Dane! Learn how to make your own with the guidance of professional baking instructors. Be greeted 
with a drink upon arrival and throughout the class. 

BDP comment: A fun and interesting introduction to Danish specialties 



Canal Tour

Duration: 1 hour

This leisurely cruise takes you through the canals of Christianshavn with its picturesque old buildings and 
Our Saviour’s Church with its green and gold steeple, The Black Diamond - the new wing of the Royal 
Library, and other landmarks before ending the cruise at Refshaleøren to have lunch at Reffen Street 
Food.

BDP comment: Relaxing way to sightsee from the water.



Lunch at Copenhagen Street Food

Copenhagen Street Food is the new incarnation of a genuine street food market. In small food trucks or 
containers, one can get delicious sustainable street food from all corners of the world and enjoy it in the 
sun overlooking the city's waterfront.

BDP comment: Very trendy and popular - international food in special atmosphere.



Dinner and Party in Up-and-Coming Nordhavn District

This is the new venue for the Copenhagen Hipsters, located in one of the coolest buildings in town and in a new 
and trendy area of Copenhagen. 

BDP Comment: One of the most amazing views in Copenhagen.



Dinner and Party in the Meatpacking District

Settle in for the perfect night out with a laidback dining experience and exquisite cocktails. 

BDP Comment: Social Dining!



Day 4

• A la carte activities: Kayak tour, MeMovers, Copenhill, or Design Tour 
• Lunch at a traditional Danish Restaurant
• Departure



Kayak Tour

Enjoy Copenhagen from a kayak. Since most important sights are close to the water, this is the ideal way to explore the city. See 
lively Nyhavn and cosy Christianshavn canal, full of houseboats and people enjoying life at the quayside. Pass the new Opera and 
Playhouse and admire the architecture and the underwater sculpture in Frederiksholms canal before returning.
It is also possible to do games or competitions in the kayaks.

BDP Comment: A fun and different way of exploring Copenhagen in.



CopenHill

CopenHill is built on top of a waste-to-energy plant, which creates energy by burning waste. This building turned ski-slope 
offers a number of outdoor activities in the middle of Copenhagen. It is a place to be active together on skis, in running shoes, 
hiking boots or climbing shoes. CopenHill is a unique opportunity to do activities at a level and at a height that has not been 
possible in Copenhagen before. Here you also find a recreational area with a café, a restaurant, music and a classic “after ski”
atmosphere. All with the absolute best views of Copenhagen.

BDP Comment: The city’s new epicenter for urban mountain sports.



MeMovers

A Me-Movers is a new Danish invention, a ‘step bike’ on three wheels, a kind of green and healthy 
segway. But unlike the segway the Me-Mover is driven by human muscle power and is therefore 
environmentally friendly and of course a more healthy alternative. The Me-Mover is great fun!

BDP comment: A fun and active way of experiencing Copenhagen.



Design Tour

Danish designers use new industrial technologies, combined with ideas of simplicity and functionalism to 
design buildings, furniture and household objects, many of which have become iconic and are still in use 
and production. Learn about the most iconic Danish design pieces of all time on this tour, and what makes 
them so special. 

BDP Comment: A must-do! Design is so important to the Danes. 



Lunch at a Traditional Danish Restaurant

The restaurant is situated in a listed building, dating back to the 1700s, which is beautifully restored and 
refurbished as a restaurant. 

BDP comment: Cozy restaurant with excellent classic Danish food



Departure 


